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Executive Summary 

Overview 

 Publishing.SFU.ca exists to provide prospective students, current students, and 

community members with information about the program, its courses and faculty, and 

its events and workshops. It is the main informational center for the Publishing 

program. 

 The main goal of the website is to convert prospective students into 

applications for the MPUB program. The website needs to be appropriately attractive, 

informative, and easy to navigate, and its success can be measured by number of 

completed applications. A secondary goal is number of registrations for workshops, 

which may be completed by students or community members. 

 Q1 2020 included some key events in the recording period: the February 1 

deadline for MPUB applications, and the undergraduate social media 

#studenttakeover from March 8-20. 

Key Results 

 The site is mostly perused by users in Canada, India, and the United States, in 

that order. 2/3 of the conversions are from desktop and 1/3 of the conversions are 

from mobile. Overall, 9,044 visited the site a total of 11,491 times. 

Most conversions were from users who arrived at the site via Organic Search or 

Referral from other sites. The highest-performing pages are Apply and FAQ, with a 

surprisingly high amount of activity on Hannah’s page. Total, the site received 102 

MPub applications, 36 exits from social, 32 workshop downloads, and 2 contributions 

to the Lorimer Award, for a total of 172 goal conversions. 

Conclusion 

Overall, conversions are up compared to Q1 2019, but overall search traffic is 

down. Paying attention to how the site is already receiving search traffic, search traffic 

could be increased through more postings on Bookjobs.com, more referral links such 

as the one on Editors.ca, updating the FAQ, and more faculty online social media/blog 

presence like Hannah has. 
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Report Overview 
 

 

 Q1 2020 included some key events in the recording period: the February 1 

deadline for MPUB applications and the undergraduate social media #studenttakeover 

from March 8-20, both of which increased site traffic in different ways; the deadline 

enhanced traffic on Apply and FAQ, whereas the social media takeover, as can be 

expected, increased acquisitions from social media platforms. 

 This report is being compiled on March 3, 2020, by Amy Jackson. It focuses on 

these major areas: 

 Audience 

Who is our audience and how are they interacting with the website? 

 

 Acquisitions 

How do people discover our website? 

 

 Behavior 

Which pages are performing well, and how long do people spend on the 

website? 

 

 Conversions 

Is the website performing well in achieving its goals? 

 

 Recommendations 

What could be going better? 
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Audience 

 
Unsurprisingly, the majority of the users visiting the MPUB website come from 

Canada, consisting of 58.5% of the total users. The next two highest countries are India 

at 11.30% and the United States at 7.87%; anecdotally, this seems to reflect the 

makeup of nationalities in the 2019-2020 MPUB cohort. 

 

Notably, even though almost 61% of the traffic and 63% of the conversions 

came from a desktop computer, almost 37% of the traffic and 35% of the conversions 

also originated from mobile. So, mobile accounts for over 1/3 of the ultimate goal 

conversions, making it a major area of consideration.  
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Acquisitions 

 

 

Overall, 9,044 visited the site a total of 11,491 times, viewing 2 pages per 

session on average. The highest channels were Organic Search, Social, Direct, and Paid 

Search. This indicates that social media is an important channel for MPub. Meanwhile, 

Organic Search and Referral resulted in the largest number of conversions. 

This can likely be attributed to the fact that two Paid & Social campaigns 

occurred. These included the beginning of January for MPub recruitment before the 

February 1 deadline, as well as the undergraduate student #socialmediatakeover from 

March 8-21. 

92.9% of the overall site traffic is from new users, with the remaining 7.1% 

belonging to users who have visited the site before. This is an excellent number that 

indicates that the majority of traffic may belong to new prospective students, which is 

in line of the website’s goal of driving conversions to MPub applications. 

Total, the site received 102 MPub applications, 36 exits from social, 32 

workshop downloads, and 2 contributions to the Lorimer Award, for a total of 172 goal 

conversions. 
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 Compared to Q1 of 2019, paid traffic was up by 134%. This is unsurprising, 

because of the major recruitment campaign by Apples & Oranges in January. 

Additionally, this includes the traffic campaigns ran but PUB355 for the 

#socialmediatakeover. The undergraduate students spent a total of $60 which resulted 

in bringing 100 users to the site, for an average cost of $1.67 per user. 

 

 The largest source of referral traffic is, unsurprisingly, the SFU website. SFU and 

the MPUB pages refer back to each other frequently and bounce traffic back and forth. 

Interestingly, editors.ca and bookjobs.com provided the next-largest sources of 

referral traffic. 
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Behavior 

 

 

In following with the assumption that most of the traffic is from prospective 

MPUB students, the largest number of pageviews on the MPUB website belong to 

Apply. The Apply page consists of 25% of all session on the MPUB website. 81% of the 

MPUB goal conversions came from sessions which began on the homepage, the MPUB 

page, or MPUB admissions. 

One curious note is that Hannah’s bio was a large starting point. This is perhaps 

due to her online presence on podcasts and social media. 

You can also see that the FAQ is a major page. Visitors to the website spent a 

whopping average of 3:06 minutes on the FAQ page. Again, this is likely generated by 

prospective students. 
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Here you can see that Admission has the highest pageviews, followed by 

Courses and Faculty. These are all pages that would be of highest interest to 

prospective students. You can also see how Hannah’s bio page outstrips the next 

highest faculty by almost 200%. The Unique Pageviews are in general lower, which is 

understandable if prospective students are returning here for information while 

making decisions or compiling their applications. 

 

Most people arrived at the Apply page through Facebook or Google. 
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Conversions 

 

 

In Q1 of 2020, the MPUB site received a total of 172 goal completions. The 

majority of these goal completions (102 of them) consisted of traffic funneled through 

from the MPUB Admissions page. Compared to the site’s traffic as a whole, this means 

that 1.5% of the traffic is resulting in a goal conversion. 

There was also a total of 36 Exits via Social, which does not represent lost 

traffic, but rather indicates users who left the site but intend to continue to engage 

with the site or its social media in the future. 
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Recommendations 

The places in which the site is receiving good search traffic are clues to ways to 

maximize that search traffic. 

For example, Editors.ca is the site’s third-largest source of referral traffic. It is 

an online resource site for editors in Canada. Because India and the U.S. are the other 

countries which pay attention to the Publishing program, it would be a good idea to 

find out if the Editors Guild of India and the Editorial Freelancers Association (U.S.) 

would provide referral links to us somewhere on their site. 

Similarly, Bookjobs.com is the fourth-largest source of referral traffic on the 

site. SFU is listed on its page of publishing programs. Bookjobs is a massive resource 

for people who are new in the publishing industry (anecdotally, it’s how I’ve received 

several internships.) So, increasing SFU’s presence on Bookjobs could be an excellent 

idea. It has spaces to post internships and jobs, so if the Publishing program has any of 

those crop up, it would be a good idea to post them there, if only for awareness. 

Although it doesn’t necessarily have the highest number of views, the FAQ 

page outperforms the rest of the pages substantially in terms of amount of time that 

users linger. However, the FAQ only presents answers to 9 questions. Perhaps it was 

compiled a while ago? There are sure to be more than 9 frequently asked questions, so 

I would contact Joanne to find out what other common questions are missing, and use 

those to improve the quality of the page. 

Finally, Hannah’s faculty page is abnormal in how well it performs compared of 

the other faculty pages. Although not everyone can be the host of several viral 

podcasts, the other faculty could set aside a small amount of time to increase their 

online presences. Hannah frequently posts on social media, and many of her articles, 

rather than being published in academic journals, are on accessible online platforms 

such as the Electric Literature website. Consequently, her article “Liking Books Is Not a 

Personality,” which is available free online instead of behind a paywall, was actually 

hotly debated on Reddit, where it received 5.1k likes and almost 500 comments. 

Encouraging other faculty to also post articles on popular online hosting sites could 

encourage more people to Google their names, ultimately resulting in people 

discovering the Publishing program website through their bios. 

https://www.reddit.com/r/books/comments/b4wtgb/liking_books_is_not_a_personality/

